
Company Blurb - Mini-Pitch

It's very common to include a Company Blurb when you ask for intros or simply when you need

to communicate to an external person what your company does.

Company blurb:

● 3-6 sentences long

● Headline or first sentence include the company name

● First sentence explains what the company does. Sometimes this is 2 sentences

● Second sentence often mentions the founders and why they are qualified to build this

business (something impressive)

● Each additional sentence is impressive and makes the reader more likely to want to

meet with the company. Good examples of what to include here are 1) Customer names

if they are well known 2) Investors if they are well known 3) Traction numbers if you are

ok with sharing them

● Clickable URL to your homepage Example of a good blurb:

Heart Aerospace is an electric aircraft company based in Gothenburg, Sweden. Our first

plane is the nineteen-seater ES-19 aircraft, with an all-electric range of 250 miles

(400km). We’ve developed the world’s most efficient electric powertrain and already

passed important certification milestones. The company is founded by Anders Forslund,

former MIT aerospace researcher, with a Ph.D. in Aerospace Product Development and

has built a team from Hondajet, Zunum and Saab Avionics. To date we have LOI’s for 147

aircraft, worth over $xB, with seven different major airlines in Scandinavia, UK, US and

Canada. Lead investors in our seed round were EQT Ventures, Y Combinator and other

investors including John Collison (Stripe) and LowerCarbon (Chris Sacca).

https://heartaerospace.com/

Below is what some investors send out to help gain interest in their portcos: Companies can

control the narrative by providing this information so that advisors, mentors and your investors

can help.

Company: Bobidi
One Liner: Bug bounty-as-a-Serivce to train AI Models in weeks continuously, cutting data cost
by 50%+
Co-Investors: Top social media/metaverse company (confidential), Scrum Ventures, Atlas Pac
Ventures, and Korean conglomerates (Lotte, Hyundai)
Round/Valuation: $3M priced Series A round at $40M post
Traction:



$130K+ monthly revenue
100%+ MoM Growth
$1.2 pre-seed raised in 2021
Key Details:
The team discussed doing a startup together for a while and this idea came about when the CEO
and CTO realized that the bottleneck for Meta/Google machine learning teams lay in the data
set that was being used not representing the real world. Hence, they decided to solve the
technical problem through what the CEO knows best, leveraging the community.
CEO is the former product lead at Meta & eBay and sold his startup to Sedo as CEO
CTO is the former Engineer Lead at Google & Niantic and sold his AR startup to Niantic as CTO
The team has $75K is revenue and $420K in LOIs within just 4 months after launching (4 paying
customers, 6 LoIs)


